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Welcome to TRANSINDIA 

Transindia is a dedicated and well qualified multilingual translation agency from India. Since its inception, Transindia has been 

offering professional language translation services to its global clients. With its rich experience of more than 20 years in the field 

of language translation, Transindia constantly manages to deliver most accurate and finest language translation services in all 

major foreign and Indian languages. While functioning and delivering quality language translation services for more than 20 

years, Transindia has gained wealth of experience in translation management, technology and expertise. We not only offer 

exceptional translation services for legal and non-legal documents and files, but also competent to deliver website translation 
services, technical translation services and medical translation services efficiently.  

Translation Services 

Technical Translation Services 

The complexity of technical translation demands loads of efforts and high level of skills so as to deliver translated products in 

elite and most accurate manner! The complex technical content and documents can only be translated by few technical and 

talented minds having rich experience in translating technical terminologies. Transindia takes the pride to have the experienced 

and qualified technical translators having relevant technical degrees and diplomas. They perfectly understand the terminologies 

used in technical translation and strive to make the final product reader friendly. The uniqueness and exclusivity of our technical 

translators is that they are competent to develop technical content that helps them to translate easy to understand technical 
documents.  

 

We assure our clients to deliver accurate technical translation services at pocket friendly rates. Our translators have rich 

experience in translating technical content and we only hire the best brains of the nation to deliver quality translated products 

beyond the expectation of our clients. We understand the significance of quality and accurate translated products. Therefore, we 

give extreme attention and care to the details so as to deliver quality products at the end of day. We take extreme care of the 
translation work and only entrust the work to our translators having experience in translating similar kind of technical content.  

 

We understand the fact that technical translation is not an easy task and demands for excellent command over technical jargon 

and languages. So, considering this fact we only entrust the work to our technical translators who have better understanding about 
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the correct technical terminology and can translate the technical content to make it reader friendly. We are equipped with highly 

qualified native translators having rich experience and solid technical knowledge for all types of subjects. We at Transindia only 

entrust the translation work to our technical translators who are either qualified from concerned industry and have rich experience 

or to translators having in-depth knowledge and experience in handling and translating different types of technical content.  

 

To deliver quality products and to make the translated content more accurate and superior we at Transindia have Glossaries of 

Translated Terms" with the help of which correct technical lingo and terminologies are used while translating technical content, 

thus delivering highly professional, company specific, accurate and culturally sensitive technical translation work becomes easier 

and faster for us. We at Transindia believe in using diverse translation memory tools while translating so as to prevent the reuse 

of repeated paragraphs and sections, thus the quality of translated product is increased significantly without the repetition of 

paragraphs and words. This tool also helps us to enhance efficiency and at the same time maintains the consistency of translation 
throughout the project. 

 

We specialize in translating technical content related to energy, power, automotive, telecommunications, information technology 

and engineering. So, approach us for your technical translation needs and we guarantee to handle all types of technical documents 

ranging from instruction guides to online help files and also user manuals. We use the unique translation process which is second 
to none in the translation industry. Refer to the image below: 

 

Medical Translation Services 

Transindia is the one-stop destination for end-to-end medical translation solutions. Medical Translation has been one of our core 

specialties since inception and we have been serving many reputed medical industries over last 20 years with our quality medical 

translation services. We have undertaken and successfully accomplished varied types of medical translation projects with utmost 

efficiency and we take the pride for delivering high quality medical translation services since inception with cent percent 

accuracy. Therefore, we have gained vast expertise in the field of medical translation and also the trust of our clients for 
delivering highly efficient and high quality medical translation services over the last 20 years. 
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In addition to high quality and efficient medical translation services, we believe in timely deliveries with strong dedication 

towards confidentiality that makes us the most trusted and reliable company for medical translation services for all the medical 

industry leaders including Novartis, Glaxo, Pfizer and many others to name. Our medical translation team is highly dedicated 

towards translating medical transcript from one language to another by considering the needs and demands of the clients. Our 

medical translation team exercises the crucial attention to the details so as to deliver highly efficient and accurate translated 
products.  

 

Transindia only hires the best brains and dedicated professionals from medical industry to undertake the medical translation 

task. We believe in employing only highly qualified medical translators having rich experience and enormous knowledge about 

medical industry. The concept of employing only highly qualified and experienced medical translators has also helped us to 
deliver highly efficient translated products to our clients.  

The translators at Transindia keep updating themselves with the latest medical lingo and jargons along with the cultural 

sensitivity of diverse target markets that help them to deliver quality medical translation services with utmost efficiency. We 

allow our clients to access the current database of correct medical terminology and this assures that projected meaning of medical 

text or message is communicated to the target audience accurately. We are the first medical translation specialist who has created 

this database of correct medical terminology and this database has been enriched regularly over the last 20 years in coordination 
with the clients who are leaders in medical industry.  

The expertise of Transindia covers many areas of medical translation including, but not limit to:  

 Clinical Trial 

 Clinical Research 

 Product User Guides 

 Device User Guides 

 User Guides for Medical Staff 

 User Guides for Patience 

 Manuals for Medical Staff 

 Manuals for Patience 

 Labels for Packaging 

 Medical Software 

 Editorial Release 

 Press Release 

 Medical Prescriptions 

 Registration Documents 

 Patient Information Papers 

 User Information 

 Medical Questionnaires 

 Medical FAQs 

Transindia is well equipped with more than 1500 experienced and qualified medical translators to handle the medical 

translations. The medical translators we employ for your medical translations have rich experience in handling and translating 

medical transcripts and content. They are highly qualified and have relevant degrees and diplomas to handle the medical 

translations. We only employ and entrust medical translations to certified medical translators. So, our clients can rest assured to 

receive highly efficient and accurate medical translation services from us at a pocket friendly rate. Before the medical translation 

is handed over to our clients it is reviewed and proofread appropriately by the expert medical translators so as to deliver highly 

quality translated content with 100% accuracy.  

Marketing Translation Services  

Undoubtedly, a plain and simple marketing translation will often lack in style and punch like the original message, even though it 

is correct. Sometime, the real meaning of the message can also be changed which can be funny or offensive for your business. 

Though this type of translation is real fun to read, but it can cost fortune to you! So, choosing inferior translation services can 

destroy the real meaning of your marketing message, instead you may avail the marketing translation service of Transindia to 

achieve accurate marketing translations that you can spread to promote your business and products.  

We at Transindia believe that marketing translation is something more than simple words. Because of elusive and ever-changing 

target groups, it has become crucial that marketing translation services should be precise, fast and punctual. At Transindia, our 
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native marketing translation team will help you to achieve exactly what you are looking for to address your marketing translation 

needs on time, every time. Being a leading marketing translation service provider, we understand the nuances implicated in the 

translation of marketing content and documents.  

The marketing translation service we deliver at Transindia combines the technical accuracy of a professional translator with 

writing abilities of a copywriter. We treat the marketing translation as important as sales messages to target audience. We 

understand that a weak marketing translation tend to decrease the chance of making sales. So, we address such issues with our 

unique marketing translation services that perfectly cater the translation needs of our clients.  

Our market based translators and agency experienced copywriters adapt and modify the understated meanings and designs, 

creative or marketing copy's tone in such a way that it feels as if it is specifically written for the targeted audience. Therefore, the 

effectiveness, flair and meaning of the translated marketing message will be delivered with as much power as it has in the 

original language. We only employ the best professionals in marketing industry who are competent in adapting the latest 

marketing content according to the local flavor so as to entice the target audience. Transindia screens thoroughly for linguists 

having very high level of marketing experience and understanding. We only employ translators who have rich experience in 

marketing industry or have relevant marketing degree.  

Our marketing translation team looks for the similar perspective and linguistic forms to convey the source message, whilst 

maintain the intended meaning of author. Our linguists always translate the correct message and delivery 100% accurate 

translated documents. Our marketing translation team ensures that our clients never get listed on bad translation category because 

of funny or offensive marketing translation. To deliver highly quality and efficient marketing translations we only employ 

qualified and experienced in-country translators having sound knowledge in creative writing and rigorous with cultural intricacies 

of target market. We believe working in coordination with our clients so as to deliver high quality results and to keep in harmony 

with the expectation of our clients. Our in-house DTP experts work on the layout once the translation is completed and it is 

delivered to the clients in electronic file formats.  

Financial Translation Service  

Originated as a leading translation company, we at Transindia have broad-ranging experience across the entire spectrum of 

financial service industry, from insurance, i-banking, banking to asset management. The perfect amalgamation of industry 

experts, skilled and experienced linguists and project managers makes Transindia the ideal selection for almost all types of 

specialists and complex financial translation needs. At Transindia we deliver highly accurate and quality financial translation 

and business translation services that help our clients to meet the translation needs of a different customer base. We are 

competent in handling all types of financial translation and deliver high quality translation for different commercial languages. 

Delivering highly accurate and standard business and financial translation is the core expertise of Transindia. Being a leading 

translation company, we understand how significant it is for our clients to communicate accurately with their customers in 

foreign languages. Therefore, considering this fact we at Transindia eliminate the language barrier for our clients with our 

quality financial and business translation services. Hiring financial translation services of Transindia ensures that 

communicating in foreign languages with delegates, stockholders and employees and clients will no longer be a hurdle and thus 

the flow of natural communication with different customer bases will be preserved.  

From annual reports to procedure manuals and servicing documents and regulatory documents to information memoranda and 

cross-border transaction, Transindia delivers customized and highly accurate financial translations that are customer-service 

driven and timely. The highly qualified and experienced translators having rich experience in fine arts and commerce are 

assigned to deliver quality financial translations with utmost care. Proficient translation is the expertise of our translators and they 

strive to deliver best financial translations efficiently. Our translators specialize in handling all types of financial document 

translations in major Asian and European languages. 
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However, Transindia specializes in board range of financial aspects, but we are not limited to:  

 Prospectus 

 Annual Reports 

 Financial Accounting 

 Contracts 

 Insurance 

 Initial Public Offerings 

 Bank Statements 

 Corporate Relations 

 Mergers and Acquisitions 

 Claim Document Translation 

 Financial Service Marketing Translation 

 Equity Research Translation 

 Macro-Economic Survey Translation 

 Shareholder Information 

 Insurance Marketing Translation 

 Insurance Policy Translation 

 Advertising Details 

 Company Brochures 

 Commercial Letters 

 Company Product Presentations 

 Proposals 

 Stock Exchange Notices 

 Correspondence 

 Banking Reports 

 Surveys And Questionnaires 

 Tender Documentation

Certified Translation  

Certified Translations is the core expertise of Transindia and we strive to set the standard for excellence in the certified 

translation industry. Our clients can rest assured as the projects will be handled by the expert professionals with supreme 

linguistic prowess and subject area expertise. We not simply translate the certified translation projects entrusted to us, but also 

work within the target language so as to preserve the original tone and nuances and to deliver the original message to target 

audience without compromise. Certified translation for Immigration Services is also offered by our experienced linguists by 

considering the name and profession of the Sponsor with a nominal fee. Our certified translations come with 100% 

GUARANTEED ACCEPTANCE and the translated projects by Transindia are globally recognized by Universities, Embassies, 

Immigration (P.O.E.) Licensing, Government Agencies, Employers, Banks, Corporations, Indian immigration services and 
jurisdictions throughout the world with exact formatting, signature and legal stamping.  

Transindia specializes in delivering certified translations for almost all foreign language certificates including birth certificates, 

marriage certificates, divorce certificates and judgments, death certificates, background check certificates, and adoption 

documents. 

We also have the expertise to deliver certified translations for educational documents like translations of course descriptions, 

transcripts and diplomas. The colleges, universities and accreditation/evaluation agencies hire our quality translations services for 

all their certified translations needs.  

We always deliver certified translation services in adherence with Federal government regulations, whilst we strive to satisfy the 

additional needs of the educational institutions, local governments and states when we translate the undertaken projects, but it 
should be mentioned in advance.  

We understand the significance of notarized translation and thus we deliver notarized certified translations for the convenience of 

our clients. Though notarization may not be required in all the agencies, but we believe in notarizing all our certified translations 
for free as added bonus.  

The clients wondering to know why our certified translation services are often hired by people globally and why our services are 

considered to be the best in the industry may click the images to the right to give us a chance to prove why we have thousands of 
satisfied customers globally believing Transindia can prepare the best certified translations ever.  
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Localization Services 

Website Localization  

To be found, a business needs to have multilingual internet presence. So, considering the fact we at Transindia come forth with 

our innovative website localization services with the aim to make the brand of our clients globally recognized. We are here to 

remove the language barriers that often come in between our clients and prospective customers. Being a leading provider of 

website localization services, we at Transindia assist our clients in every step of web translation process including localization 

testing, localization engineering, translation and internationalization. Whether you are a corporate, a small business or a blogger, 
we have customized web localization services to address your needs.  

The process of web localization is much more than just simply translation, thus making it a multi-layered and complex process. 

The website localization comprise of customization and translation of documents and letters for any selected region or country, 

especially the countries that are culturally different and have languages difference from yours. Transindia not only provides web 

localization services, instead the company also handles subtitle localization services and documents localization services 

efficiently. Our native web localization team assures that the content delivered is locally and culturally accepted by the target 

audience, thus helping our clients to create a close relationship with the prospective customers globally. 

Internet marketing in foreign language is soon becoming the next big thing today and thus the web localization services have 

become the crucial aspects for businesses, organizations and companies for their market expansion endeavors. Businesses 

looking to grow and develop in countries where language and culture is different, the opting for web localization services offered 

by Transindia would be the effective solution to know and come closer to the customers of different countries across the globe. 

The acceptance of products and services in foreign countries and regions is guaranteed after availing web localization of 

Transindia, while the brand image of the organization and business will develop significantly indeed. 

We at Transindia not just simply localize the website for the foreign countries; instead, we strive to eliminate all types of 

political leanings, colors, geographical significance and offensive graphics to make sure that the culture and customers of foreign 

countries accept the website with pleasure. The localization services offered by Transindia assure a dedicated treatment to the 

website before unveiling to the target audience, thus making your website highly standard and acceptable at an very competitive 
price possible.  

There are few stats that will definitely help our clients understand why web localization services of Transindia are quite crucial 

for companies and businesses to grow and for their expansion endeavors. Through the following stats our clients will comes to 

know as well why multilingual websites and internet marketing in foreign language is beneficial for the market expansion 
endeavors of the business.  
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Transindia is equipped with highly qualified team of professionals dedicated in delivering timely and accurate localized 

websites, while preserving the authenticity and quality of the website like the original. Our professionals pay special attention to 

the characteristics of web localization including flexibility, consistency of terminology, size and appearance, fluency and context 

and reliability of the content. We only employ web experts and DTP experts to handle the web localization and they have rich 
experience in handling the simple to most complex websites and can localize the website in any foreign languages with ease.  

The localization team of Transindia are well versed and well acquainted with the concepts used in Internet marketing today and 

thus they take each and every aspects of localization into consideration to help you become an international business player. We 

guarantee our web localization services will enhance the flair and effectiveness of the message and content in native languages, 

while the meaning and quality of the message and content will be maintained as the original.  

The website localization services offered by Transindia usually perform well with XML/HTML/XHTML versions.  

Transindia believes in employing the best brains in the industry who are well versed in localization services and better 
understanding about files like PHP/A SP/JSP, CSS, Java, PSD, Flash and data driven websites.  

Besides, providing web localization services Transindia also specializes in providing assistance in other web areas including 

search engine keywords, PPC advertising content and AD banners. 

We only ask for the source files from our clients and entrust the project to our localization team who translate the website into the 
required native language for the target audience in short time possible. 

We not just only translate the website, instead the translated website undergo several strict and stringent proof reading sessions 
conducted by the experts of the concerned domain before the final product is delivered to the clients for uploading on internet.  

 TOP TEN LANGUAGES ON THE WEB  
 

Internet Users 

 

Languages covered by us 

Languages % Millions 
Arabic German Norwegian 

Arabic 2.5 29 
Basque Hindi Polish 

Italian 2.7 31 
Catalan Hungarian Portuguese 

Korean 2.9 34 
Croatian Icelandic Romanian 

Portuguese 4 47 
Czech Irish Russian 

French 5 59 
Danish Italian Slovak 

German 5 59 
Dutch Kazakh Slovenian 

Japanese 7.4 86 
Estonian Korean Spanish 

Spanish 8.7 102 
Finnish Latin Swedish 

Chinese 15.7 184 
French Latvian Turkish 

English 31.2 366 
Galician Lithuanian Ukrainian 

 
Georgian Macedonian Uzbek 

*Source www.internetworldstats.com 

http://www.internetworldstats.com/
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ABOUT TRANSLATION COMPANY 

Transindia has the expertise to work on websites to localize it into over hundred of foreign languages with ease. Our 

professional localization team not only translates the website, but also culturally adapts the text and authenticates all the 

hypertext links so as to make it a website that is acceptable by target audience and make it completely communicating. From 

reader's culture to use of picture, and focused devotion to the choice to country specific navigation distinctions to native 

traditional values, Transindia has the expertise to localize a website for any foreign country much more than simply translating 

the texts. We deliver accurate, fast and completely localized solutions for websites and we are equipped with in-house DTP and 
Web experts to handle any simple to most complex localization tasks with ease. 

Our localization team is well versed with the latest internet marketing concepts for the target country and thus provides 

localization services by considering all these localization aspects. This assures the effectiveness and flair of the message and 

content to target audience, whilst the authenticity and real meaning of the messages is preserved as the original.  

The most common file types we work with are.  

 HTML/XHTML/XML 

 ASP/PHP/JSP 

 Java/CSS 

 Flash/PSD (Photoshop) 

 Database-driven websites 

Apart from your website content the other web areas that we can help you with are.  

 Search engine keywords  

 PPC advertising content  

 Ad  

 Banner

Just entrust us the source file that is to be localized and we guarantee to deliver you high quality localized website that is tested 

and ready to upload in short time possible. 

Software Localization 

In general, software localization is a complex customization process of an application for a selected target market. Having global 

presence is quite challenging for businesses and when it comes to software, then quality, application and fixed release deadlines 

adds to the complexity. So, to address the issues and to add simplicity to the process the software localization experts of 

Transindia work in coordination with our client right from the inception of the localization process so as to help them define and 

drive development and then perform engineering, translation and testing for more than hundreds of foreign languages. We adhere 
to a proven streamlined process that simply speeds time to market and assure global interoperability of the software. 

 

The software localization process comprise of difficult technical task that is to be carried out by variety of specialists including 

graphic designers, programmers, project managers, testers, engineers and translators. To make the software localization process 

successful, integration of all these specialists is must. Transindia has the expertise and in-depth knowledge about linguistic 

connotations, taboos, cultural nuances, regulatory requirements and languages that helps us to make the application as functional 

and useful for foreign users as it for currently for the domestic users. We specialize in providing up to date localization solutions 

to our clients for a wide variety of software platforms. We consider all the crucial aspects of software localization and strive to 

deliver high standard localization. 
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Transindia has expertise in the following areas and this greatly influences the successful accomplishment of any assigned 
software localization project:  

Linguistic Consistency: 

We believe in performing the translation part of localization strictly and with utmost care and we employ only in-country 

linguistic teams and subject area experts for the same. Our team of professional translators has the expertise to handle specific 

language and terminology complexities for all bi-directional (such as Arabic and Hebrew), European and double-byte (such as 

Chinese, Japanese and Korean) languages. 

We implement an effective approach towards terminology management to make sure that the localized products convey the 

message to target users in their own native languages and thus the consistency between software interface and any other user-
facing components, like documentation and online help, is 100% guaranteed.  

Transindia Localization Testing: 

We not just only localize the software, but also do testing of the localized products to ensure it is fully functional and 

linguistically perfect. Our team of localization experts conducts the testing and make sure no issues is there in the localized 

products.  

GUI Testing: 

Transindia also has an in-house team to conduct GUI testing. The testing is conducting on the localized products so as to ensure 

that the user interface of the product is perfectly localized without any defects during localization like truncated text strings, 
overlapping controls, misaligned controls, duplicated hotkeys, etc.  

Internationalization (I18N) Testing: 

We also conduct Internationalization (I18N) testing to find out whether or not the product has international functional issues 

before its global release. With this testing we find out whether or not the final product is ideal to perform under diverse regional 

computer settings and languages. This test help us to find out the competence of the product to display accented characters, to 

display correct numbering systems thousands, to run under non-English operating systems and decimal separators etc.  

Validation: 

This is the testing to verify the language and context stability of the localized product user interface. We are equipped with 

specific-language linguistic experts, language-aware testers and universal testers to conduct this type of tests. For more 
complicated products we combine both types of resources to achieve effective results. 

Graphics: 

To attain superior quality localized versions Transindia has the expertise to manage all types of graphic scripts and formats. For 

example, Screen shooting, a process to take images of the localized user interface, is an area where automation is utmost 
important and in this area automated process tends to bring in considerable cost efficiencies. 

Quality Assurance: 

We believe in providing quality assurance in each stage of localization process which is crucial to ensure quality releases. 

Transindia is highly dedicated towards quality assurance and make sure that detailed quality assurance is provided in each stage 
of the localization process.  
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Certified Translation 

Certified Translations is the core expertise of Transindia and we strive to set the standard for excellence in the certified 

translation industry. Our clients can rest assured as the projects will be handled by the expert professionals with supreme 

linguistic prowess and subject area expertise. We not simply translate the certified translation projects entrusted to us, but also 

work within the target language so as to preserve the original tone and nuances and to deliver the original message to target 

audience without compromise. Certified translation for Immigration Services is also offered by our experienced linguists by 

considering the name and profession of the Sponsor. Our certified translations come with 100% GUARANTEED 

ACCEPTANCE and the translated projects by Transindia are globally recognized by Universities, Embassies, Immigration 

(P.O.E.) Licensing, Government Agencies, Employers, Banks, Corporations, Indian immigration services and jurisdictions 
throughout the world with exact formatting, signature and legal stamping.  

Transindia specializes in delivering certified translations for almost all foreign language certificates including birth certificates, 

marriage certificates, divorce certificates and judgments, death certificates, background check certificates, and adoption 
documents. 

We also have the expertise to deliver certified translations for educational documents like translations of course descriptions, 

transcripts and diplomas. The colleges, universities and accreditation/evaluation agencies hire our quality translations services for 

all their certified translations needs.  

We always deliver certified translation services in adherence with Federal government regulations, whilst we strive to satisfy the 

additional needs of the educational institutions, local governments and states when we translate the undertaken projects, but it 
should be mentioned in advance.  

We understand the significance of notarized translation and thus we deliver notarized certified translations for the convenience of 

our clients. Though notarization may not be required in all the agencies, but we believe in notarizing all our certified translations 
for free as added bonus.  

The clients wondering to know why our certified translation services are often hired by people globally and why our services are 

considered to be the best in the industry may click the images to the right to give us a chance to prove why we have thousands of 
satisfied customers globally believing Transindia can prepare the best certified translations ever.  

Multilingual Studio  

Transindia takes the pride to have the most advanced and state-of-the-art audio and visual recording studio in the industry. We 

at Transindia solicit the organizations and business in the release of products and content in different foreign markets. We have 

best in the industry linguists and native speakers for more than hundreds of foreign languages and they specialize in handling all 

the quality control checks in-house to ensure top quality translations for the target audience. Our in-house audio and visual 

recording studio is designed to deliver quality services including graphic localization, captioning and subtitling and translation of 

audio and video. 

GRAPHIC Localization 

Transindia is like a bridge between your products and target audience globally. In many cases, designing the documents, signing 

it off or even sending it for printing in its native language does mean that the decision to translate has already been made. So, for 

such situations our multilingual typesetting service has been introduced to customize the documents effectively, quickly and 
easily to cater the multilingual needs. 

AUDIO VISUAL RECORDING STUDIO INDIA  

Because of technological innovation changes, the need to audio and visual recording studio has increased significantly. 

Businesses desiring to enjoy global presence are reaping maximum benefits from our audio video recording studio. We at 
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Transindia perfectly understand the fact that translation needs are not only just restricted to printed material, instead 

organizations, businesses and companies widely use audio and video content to enjoy global presence and to reach the customers 

of foreign countries. Our in-house audio video recording studio offers high-end and multipurpose translated products. Our audio 

video recording specialists has rich experience in using methods to adapt audio and video tracks to other foreign languages. They 
translate the audio and video material into native languages and dialect at our in-house audio video recording studio. 

CAPTIONING AND SUBTITLING  

Today businesses, organizations and companies widely use our matchless captioning and subtitling services offered by our expert 

team who excels in their capabilities to translate an assigned script into the targeted language requested. Our team of expert 

translators have rich experience and perfect understand the significance of dialects within the specific language requested, thus 

they manage to an effective video message that can be communicated efficiently to the target audience. We are equipped with in-

house multilingual studio where we add subtitles and captions or both with sign language and audio translations to any existing 

video content to widen the potential audience for our clients. We at Transindia follow a specific protocol so as to ensure that the 
translation is formatted exactly into the specific target language and message is conveyed to target audience effectively.  

Transcription Services 

As a leading transcription service provider, with more than thousands satisfied customers globally, Transindia take the pride to 

become tantamount with delivering high standard and accurate transcripts to very competitive price. Irrespective of how 

specialized or complex transcription projects our clients have, Transindia are competent in handling all types of transcriptions 
with utmost care and authenticity.  

Transindia has years of experience in transcription services and successfully served many biggest agencies and brands with a 

method to produce their or their client's material in diverse foreign languages. Transindia has its own in-house design studio to 

provide quality transcripts and guarantee to deliver high standard transcription services in whatever native format demanded by 

our clients.  

Transindia is competent in providing express transcription services as we are accommodate with the processes and systems that 

are designed to work 24/7 efficiently. We also allow the project owners to track the entrusted projects online and they are 
authorized to deliver files to us, monitor and download files after completing successfully through our online portal.  

 Content Management Systems (CMS) 

In simple terms, CMS is a Content Management System that is designed to help to develop, edit, 

manage and control the content with a large amount of text content for the contents development 

in the domains like technical, medical, economics, e-commerce, school & college subject content 

based on the syllabus given and organizational intranet portals...and the list goes on. A well 

designed Content Management System and an editing software “ARA-Q” which is developed 

and being used uniquely by or team only which can proved to be the best software tool which 

will edit your content, in real time, which is required to be updated and published for your own 

sector without having to engage a professional development agency and enjoy substantial 

savings in cost, time and effort. 
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Suppose, you have finalized any content, i.e., proofread, edited and got confirmation from the 

author or the technical persons, in the format of your choice, and you are going to publish this 

content depending on the sector where you are and the number of words are ranging more than 

five lacs. You can assign this document to us in the form of editable pdf and Miscrosoft Word 

document which we can verify in 48 hours after the job offer, using our editing software “ARA-

Q”, and as a result we can show the mistakes concerning spellings, terminology, variables, units, 

etc. being used. In case, there are no mistakes as mentioned, we shall not charge anything from 

you.  

Valuable clients, we have served 

We have served our global clients like : 

o Railway’s computerized electrification and line laying in Mohammadia-Mascara, a project of 

Algerian government  

o Petroleum purification in Gulf countries 

o Kent water purifiers 

o Mango pulp/tomato sauce processing plants 

o Milk (processing-packing) and slaughterhouse house plants in Switzerland 

o Dam engineering in African countries  

o Indian Defense books  

o Chemistry book content editing for Ohio University, America  

o NATO’s computer assisted broadcasting instruments, installation and maintenance in their office 

(in construction) in Bruxelles, France ... (French to English) USA 

o Rocket launching technology (software assisted) ... (Russian to French and German) Moscow, 

Russia 
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o FORTRAN programs ...  (Spanish to French and German), Mexico, USA,  

o Translation and editing for Russian Mathematics books to French language for evaluation process 

by French educationists’ group 

o Dam engineering and hydro-electric power generator, construction, installation and 

computerization projects in African countries 

o Indo-African Medical Aid to modernization (computerization) for online operation theatre system 

generation, for more than 28 African countries leaded by H.E. A.P.J. Kalam, the then president 

of India 

o SAP research document translations for Givenchy & MARA, France; from French to English 

o Medical research translations from French and German to English which usually gets published 

on the websites: www.sciencedirect.com, www.em-consuite.com etc. 

o Tender documents, Rural electrification study, Technical study for electrification in Burkina Faso 

o Voiceover in French and German languages with translations in French language, for the Audio-

video project for AAYUSH, an Indian Government’s project for advertisement of Ayurvedic 

medicines around the world 

 

 

 

Yours sincerely,  

 

 

 

                       

 

Place : Belgaum, Karnataka            Vinayak Sarnobat 

Senior Project Manager 

Mobile : +91 9964050088 

Date : 21-01-2016                  Email: ivinbgm@gmail.com  

                   LinkedIn : http://site771149-6748-7501.strikingly.com 
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